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ABSTRACT 
THE EFFECT OF CUTTING FORCE MODEL COEFFICIENT VARIABILITY ON 
PROCESS PLANNING IN MILLING 
by 
Firat Eren 
University of New Hampshire, May 2011 
This thesis describes the effect offeree model uncertainty on process planning. 
Specifically, the statistical variations in model predicted machining forces while cutting 
aluminum, carbon steel, stainless steel and titanium are determined. An accurate estimate 
of the variability is essential for use in process planning to determine appropriate factors 
of safety when setting cutting conditions that are both safe and efficient. 
Force model coefficient calibration is described and the variability in the 
coefficients is determined through a least squares regression of a large number of 
experimental cuts. It is shown that the variability increases with changes in the calibration 
cutting conditions, e.g. radial depth of cut and spindle speed. Monte Carlo simulations of 
the cutting force are then used to determine the mean and standard deviation of the 
resultant peak force. A factor of safety is established for process 
xvi 
planning using the mean plus three standard deviations. Statistically, 99.86% of the actual 
peak cutting forces should fall below the predicted value. The maximum expected peak 






Force model uncertainty is investigated in this research to quantify its effect on 
process planning. In process planning, selecting the best possible feedrates is subject to 
constraints like tool health, part quality and machine tool limitations [1]. Based on these 
constraints, feedrates are optimized to maintain predicted cutting forces for each tool 
move. In this study, a linear milling force model [2] is utilized to predict cutting forces. 
Assigning a Factor of Safety (FS) value for the predicted cutting forces is practical for a 
process planner to set feedrates that will give a certain level of confidence that the cut 
will be safe. In a cutting process there are many conditions that have the potential to add 
to the force model uncertainty, e.g. variation in spindle speed, radial immersion, helix 
angle, cutter type, coolant type etc. In this research, the effect of the variations in the 
spindle speed and radial immersion are investigated to set FS values that will result in 
safe cutting conditions. 
Models of the metal removal process have been developed and experimentally 
verified by many researchers [2, 3, 4]. Commercial software from vendors such as Third 
Wave, CGTech and VeritasCNC can be used to estimate cutting forces, a prerequisite for 
setting good cutting conditions. Previous research has illustrated how a properly 
calibrated force model can be used to select the best possible cutting conditions [1, 5, 6]. 
1 
Extensive experimental investigation including thousands of cutting tests with a variety 
of tools and materials showed that model accuracy is only as good as the model 
coefficients [7]. With careful calibration it is possible to achieve good levels of accuracy. 
But model coefficient variability implies variability in the accuracy of cutting force 
estimates thereby impeding the usefulness of the models in selecting cutting conditions 
for process planning. 
Model uncertainty as applied to machining has not been extensively studied but 
some good examples exist. The study performed by Kurdi et al [8] utilizes the Latin 
Hypercube method to quantify the uncertainty in stability and surface location errors 
including the correlation between the cutting coefficients and the tool model parameters. 
They conclude that taking the correlation into account reduces the output variation 
significantly. The work by Schmitz et al [9] on stability lobe generation in the presence of 
uncertainty shows how theoretical chatter limits are modified by uncertainty. 
Researchers at NIST [10] have also explored the effect of model uncertainty in turning 
operations with different chip breaker geometries utilizing a regression based model. The 
uncertainties in both data and the model were combined to obtain an expanded 
uncertainty which enables predictive modeling in a large range of conditions, i.e. 
machine tools and environments. 
1.2 Thesis Overview 
Chapter 1 is an introduction to force model uncertainty. Chapter 2 describes the 
cutting force model used in this research as well as the methods used for model 
coefficient calibration. Background information about the force model used in the 
2 
research as well as process planning is given. The four model coefficients, KTC, KTE, KRC, 
and KRE and the calibration procedure for estimating these model coefficients are 
introduced. Chapter 3 describes the experiments performed for this research and the 
calibration results. Experimental design is shown, and calibration results for Aluminum 
6061, Steel 1018, Stainless Steel 304 and Titanium Grade 2 are presented. 
In Chapter 4, cutting model coefficient variability is discussed. Correlation 
matrices for the model coefficients are presented. The variation in the cutting 
coefficients generates variation in the force estimation for different cutting conditions. 
Monte Carlo simulations are run to obtain force probability distributions for different 
conditions. The simulation results are used to identify the effect of changing cutting 
conditions on the force predictions by observing the statistics, mean and standard 
deviation, of the force probability distribution results. Subsequently, they are used to set 
the Factor of Safety for the four different materials. The simulation results are 
experimentally validated in Chapter 5. Monte Carlo simulation results are used to form 
upper and lower confidence levels at 99.86% and 95 %. Measured peak forces for 
different cutting conditions, different spindle speed, radial immersion and chip thickness 
for the material of interest for this research are compared to the simulation results. A 
Case study with two methods is performed to validate the Factor of Safety values 
generated by Monte Carlo simulation. In Chapter 6, the effect of assigning ratios between 
the tangential and radial coefficients on the force probability density functions and the 
factor of safety are discussed. Mean and variance of the ratios of the calibrated radial to 
tangential coefficients for different cutting conditions are utilized in a multivariate 
normal distribution to estimate the radial coefficients in a Monte Carlo simulation. The 
3 
change in factor of safety obtained with the ratio method is compared to the factor of 
safety obtained from the calibrated coefficients method. Chapter 7 summarizes the 
outcomes of the research, including a discussion of the potential practical applications as 
well as the limitations using the methods described in this research. This chapter also 






In this chapter, the milling force model used in this research is introduced and the 
model calibration procedure is described. Background information about the process 
planning and feedrate selection process based on several constraints like tool bending 
stress and tool deflection is included. 
2.2 Force Model 
The mechanistic milling force model used in this research is described by Altintas 
[1]. Figure 2.1 defines the cutting geometry. The tangential force is split into a cutting or 
shearing component and a rubbing component [6], 
Ft(0) = (KTC-h(0)+KTE)a (2.1) 
where KTC and KTE are the tangential coefficients, cp is the angle of tooth engagement, a 
is the length of tooth engaged in the cut and h is the instantaneous chip thickness which is 
defined as 
hfo) = ft-smfa) ( 2 2 ) 
5 





Figure 2.1: End Milling Cutting Geometry. 
In a similar way the radial (Fr) force components are [1]: 
Fr(<?>) = (KRC-h(<t>) + KRE)a (2.3) 
where KRC and KRE are the radial cutting coefficients. 
Tangential, radial and resultant forces can be related using an x-y reference frame 
to describe the motion of the tool relative to the workpiece [1,4]: 
Fx(#) = -F, cos(0)-Fr sinfo) 
F (<p) = Ft s in (^) -F r cos(^) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
^res ~ V Fx + F y (2.6) 
Compared to other more complicated models [7], this linear model is simple to 
calibrate and extensive testing in our facility has demonstrated good accuracy and 
repeatability as long as the model is calibrated correctly. 
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2.3 Model Calibration 
There are various methods to calibrate the model coefficients. Typically, a set of 
milling experiments are conducted at different feed rates with constant radial immersion 
and axial depth of cut. A single cutting tooth is used to eliminate the effect of run out. 
Average cutting forces in the x and y direction, obtained from the Kistler load cell, are 
plugged into equations (2.7) and (2.8) which are the integrated forms of the force 
equations given in (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6). 
F = 
-£-!- [KTC (cos 14a - cos 2<j>st) - KRC (2ta - 2<j>si - (sin 2ja - sin 2</>st))] 
+ — [- KTE (sin <f>ex - sin <j>sl) + KM (cos <f>ex - cos <j>sl)] 2n (2.7) 
F,= 
^ - [KTC ( 2 ^ - 2&, - (sin 2ja - sin 2<j>sl) + KRC (cos 2(/>ex - cos 2</>sl)] 
Na 
2n 
[KTE (COS (j>ex - cos £ , ) + Km (sin ^ - sin <f>st)] (2.8) 
In the equations, N is the number of teeth, ^
 st is the entry angle, <f> ex is the exit 
angle and ft is the feed per tooth. Equations (2.7) and (2.8) can be combined into a matrix 
form as seen in (2.9) where K is the force model coefficient matrix and G depends on the 
cut geometry. 


















F is the vector of average Kistler forces in the x and y directions for the cut. The 
G matrix is the x and y cut geometry matrix, related to the cut geometry in the x and y 
direction. The geometry matrix is multiplied by the model coefficient matrix, K, to get 
the average forces in x and y. The subscript i in Equation 2.10 denotes the number of test 
conditions used to perform the calibration. Model calibration for this research is done 
using four different feedrate values. Thus, the size of the force vector F will be of 8x1, G 
matrix 8x4 and K vector 4x1. 
The explicit form of the elements in the geometry matrix can be seen in the 
following equations. For the cut in the x direction the matrix elements are defined as, 
Aix = - ^ - . (cos 74a - cos 2(/)st) (2.11) 
2n 
(2.12) 
A3x = - ^ . [ 2 ^ - 2 ^ - ( s i n 2 ^ - s i n 2 ^ ) ] (2.13) 
A N a , A A ^ 




and for y direction, the matrix elements are the following; 
Aly = ^ . [ 2 ^ - 2 £ , - ( s i n 2 ^ - s i n 2 £ , ) ] (2.15) 
8n 
A2y = - - ^ . ( c o s ^ - c o s ^ ) (2.16) 
2n 
A3y= ^ . ( c o s 2 ^ -cos2£,) (2.17) 
A 4 y = - - ^ . ( s i n 4 - s i n ^ / ) (2.18) 
2n 
Least squares estimation can be applied to (2.9) to calculate the cutting coefficients KTC, 







2.4 Process Planning 
Previous research has demonstrated how a properly calibrated force model can be 
used to select the best possible cutting conditions. There is a set of constraints that has to 
be maintained to select the fastest feedrates possible. These constraints can be grouped as 
follows: part quality, tool health and machine tool limitations. Machine tool limitations 
describe the limits of the machine such as power, torque, velocity and acceleration. The 
part quality is affected by tool deflection and surface finish. From the basic strength of 
material beam analysis, the relationship between the cutting force and tool deflection is 
defined as: 
_FL3 
The cutting force F is assumed to be at the end of the tool length L, E is the elastic 
modulus and / is the moment of inertia which is estimated as 
64 
(2.21) 
where Def is the effective tool diameter which is equal to 0.8 of the tool diameter, [1]. 
Another constraint for feedrate optimization is the surface quality estimation. For 
feedrate values ranging between 0.1 and 1.5 m/min [1], estimated roughness values with 
respect to the ideal conditions, where the tool runout and tool vibration is not taken into 
consideration, range between 0.0014 to 0.316 |um. However, in practice, surface 
roughness values for milling range from 0.2 to 25 |nm. This leads to the conclusion that 
the estimated surface roughness values are negligible in comparison to the practical 
values. Feedrates are set based on an empirical relationship between the desired surface 
finish and the feedrate. 
Tool health is determined by maximum chip thickness and bending stress. The 
maximum chip thickness is found by the use of equation (2.22) Excessive values of 





Allowable values for a particular tool - workpiece material combination can be 
looked up in tables and may also be recommended by cutting tool manufacturers. In 
addition, if the bending stress experienced by the tool shank is excessive, the tool may 
also break. The bending stress, from basic strength of materials is defined as: 
(2.23) 
Acceptable values for ab depend on the yield strength of the cutting tool. 
Feedrate selection is limited by these constraints. Since the tool deflection and 
bending stress are functions of the cutting force, quantifying the uncertainty in the force 
model is essential for use in process planning to determine appropriate factors of safety 
when setting cutting conditions that are both safe and efficient. Factor of safety values 
obtained from this research can be used to determine a target force value. An iterative 
algorithm can then be used to find the feedrate corresponding to the constraining force. 
2.5 Summary 
In Chapter 2, the mechanistic milling force model used in this research is 
described and the model calibration procedure is explained. The model is calibrated by 
using the average cutting forces in x and y direction at four different feedrates with 
constant radial immersion and axial depth. By applying least squares regression to the 
force and geometry matrices, the model coefficients are obtained. 
11 
Constraints for process planning are introduced to select the best possible cutting 
conditions using a properly calibrated force model. Quantifying the uncertainty of the 




EXPERIMENTS AND CALIBRATION RESULTS 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 describes the experimental design for this research using four different 
materials, Aluminum 6061, Steel 1018, Stainless Steel 304 and Titanium Grade 2. 
Calibration results from tests of identical cutting conditions at specific radial immersion 
and spindle speed are presented for all of the materials. The calibration results for all 
different cutting conditions can be seen in Appendix C. 
3.2 Experimental Design 
Experiments were performed on four different material blocks with three different 
milling geometries. Blocks of 203mm long and 152mm wide, are machined using 
coolant and a 12.7mm diameter flat end mill tool with a single Sandvik Coromill 390 
insert. Thicknesses of the blocks vary by material. Axial depth of cut for all of the 
experiments is 3.175mm. 
Data from a large number of experiments were collected for the four different 
materials: Aluminum 6061, Steel 1018, Stainless Steel 304 and Titanium Grade 2. Three 
different radial depths of cut, four different spindle speeds and four different feed rates 
were used in the experiments. A lookup table [11] was used to determine the chip 
thickness and spindle speed range for each material. For each material, radial depth and 
13 
spindle speed, model coefficients are obtained using measured average forces from the 
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Each calibration is performed for all combinations of radial immersions shown in 
row 1 and spindle speeds shown in row 7 of Table 3.1 using the specific Sandvik insert 
designated in the bottom row. For each experimental series A, B, C and D, one test for a 
specific spindle speed is repeated 14 times to quantify the baseline variability when all 
experimental conditions are identical. All other tests are repeated 3 times. For example, 
for Al 6061 at a spindle speed of 3819 rpm, the test is repeated 14 times while for 2600, 
14 
5000 and 6200 rpm the tests are repeated 3 times. So, for each material a total of 23 tests 
are performed with a total of 276 experiments (3 different rpm x 4 feed rates x 3 radial 
depths x 3 repetitions = 108 and 1 rpm x 4 feed rates x 3 radial depths x 14 repetitions = 
168, 108+168=276). 
3.3 Calibration Results 
Force model coefficients for each test are sub-grouped into four categories for 
each material to look at the variation with respect to changing cutting conditions: 1) 
Identical cutting conditions (same spindle speed, same radial depth) 2) Only spindle 
speed changes with the same radial immersion. 3) Only radial immersion changes with 
same spindle speed. 4) Both spindle speed and radial immersion change. Table 3.2 shows 
the values of the regression matrices (as defined in Equation 2.10) used to calibrate the 
coefficients for one of the Aluminum tests at 3819 rpm, lA immersion. The calibration 
results from Table 3.2 are as follows: KTc = 777.04 N/mm2, KTE=20.18 N/mm, 































































Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show the coefficients for A16061, Steell018, Stainless 
Steel304 and Titanium Grade 2 calibrated from 14 identical tests. To form one row of the 
tables shown below, least squares regression must be applied to the regression matrices 

























































































































































































































































































































Table 3.6: Calibration Results for Titanium for 14 Identical Tests, 1800 rpm, Vi 
Immersion. 
It can be seen from the tables that the calibration coefficients for each material 
have variation when cutting with identical conditions (tests repeated with same spindle 
speed and same radial immersion). This is considered as random variation and therefore it 
forms the baseline of the coefficient variation with respect to the changing cutting 
conditions. It is expected that when spindle speed and/or radial immersion change, the 
variation of the cutting coefficients will increase. In Chapter 4, the contribution of each 
changing cutting condition to the force model uncertainty is presented in greater detail. 
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3.5 Summary 
Experimental design for the force model calibrations are shown in this chapter. 
The experiments are performed on blocks of Aluminum 6061, Steel 1018, Stainless Steel 
304 and Titanium Grade 2 with three different cutting geometries (%, Vi and lA 
immersions) and four different spindle speeds, which vary by material, at four different 
feedrates. Tests with one spindle speed for all immersions, for each material are repeated 
14 times. 
Force model coefficients calibrated from the regression matrices are sub-grouped 
into four categories to look at the variations with respect to changing cutting conditions. 
The variation in the cutting coefficients is expected to be the smallest when the cutting 
conditions are identical and they are expected to increase with the changing cutting 




COEFFICIENT AND FORCE MODEL UNCERTAINTY 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 4, correlation matrices tables for the four cutting coefficients (KTC, 
KTE, KRC, and KRE) for all of the materials are presented. Monte Carlo simulation results 
are presented to explain the effect of changing cutting conditions on the force 
estimations. For each material, a table of the Factor of Safety (FS) is provided. FS values 
are derived from the Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, for Steel 1018, tests with 5 
new different types of inserts and tools with different material and geometries were 
conducted by varying radial depth, axial depth and tool radius to observe the change in 
FS when additional cutting parameters are varied. 
4.2 Coefficient Uncertainty 
One of the purposes of this study is to quantify the effect of the variability of the 
force model coefficients. There is always some variation in the cutting coefficients even 
if the cutting conditions are identical. Furthermore, the cutting coefficients are correlated 
with each other. Correlation matrices for these coefficients calibrated from identical 
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Table 4.1: Correlation Matrix Tab e of Model Coefficients for Aluminum, VA 
Immersion at 3819 rpm, 14 Cuts Using Identical Cutting Conditions. 
Corr(xi ,x2) 
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Table 4.2: Correlation Matrix Table of Model Coefficients for Steel 1018, VA 
Immersion at 4000 rpm, 14 Cuts Using Identical Cutting Conditions. 
Corr(xi,X2) 
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Table 4.3: Correlation Matrix Table of Model Coefficients for Stainless Steel 304, 



























Table 4.4: Correlation Matrix Table of Model Coefficients for Titanium Grade 2, Vi 
Immersion at 1800 rpm, 14 Cuts using Identical Cutting Conditions. 
The numbers in the tables show the strength of the correlation between the 
coefficients. A positive number indicates a positive correlation between two coefficients 
while a negative number indicates a negative correlation between the variables. For 
example, KTc -KTE and KRC-KRE in Table 4.1 are inversely correlated, implying that 
these coefficients exhibit a "see-saw" effect, when one increases the other one decreases. 
However, KTC - KRC and KTE - KRE are positively correlated. There is also correlation 
between KTC - KRE and KTE - KRC. Correlation matrices are found from the covariance 
matrices which are evaluated in MATLAB [12], using the covariance function [13]. 
C0V(X19X2) - E[{XX ~fUx)(x2 -jU2)] (4.1) 
where E is the mathematical expectation and HI=E(XJ) is the mean value. Equation 4.2 
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4.3 Force Probability Density Functions from Monte Carlo Simulations 
The variation in the cutting coefficients generates a variation in force estimation. 
However, since there is correlation between the cutting coefficients, it is not possible to 
add the effect of the variation in them directly to the force estimation. In order to observe 
the estimated peak force distribution with respect to changing cutting conditions, i.e. 
radial depth and spindle speed, and/or identical conditions Monte Carlo simulation is run. 
A program was written in MATLAB using the mvnrnd function. By using this function, 
any number of cutting coefficients can be simulated based on a multivariate normal 
random distribution. Mean and covariance of the cutting coefficients for each case are 
utilized in multivariate random normal distributions to simulate any number of cutting 
coefficients. 
In the Monte Carlo simulation, if the force distribution is to be simulated for a cut 
with identical cutting conditions, e.g. Aluminum 6061 is being cut at 3819 rpm with VA 
immersion, the mean and the covariance matrix of the sample, collected from 14 identical 
tests, determine the distribution of the cutting coefficients. The Monte Carlo simulation is 
based on the normal distribution. The force model is then used to calculate the maximum 
simulated force for the given cut geometry using the maximum chip thickness for the 
given cutting condition. The mean, standard deviations and covariance of the cutting 
coefficients of cutting conditions under interest are utilized in the force model. By 
running a Monte Carlo simulation, any number of cutting tests can be simulated at a 
particular cutting condition. In this study, 100,000 cutting tests are simulated. The Monte 
Carlo simulation results showing the force histogram for each of the four materials can be 
seen in Figures 4.1 to 4.4. The shape of all the histograms indicates a normal distribution 
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that we define as the force PDF. Since there are 48 different cutting conditions for each 
material, it is impractical to do a force probability distribution analysis for each of them. 
A total of 4 probability distributions, an example from each material, are demonstrated 
using the identical test cases where the tests are repeated 14 times. 
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Figure 4.3: Force Histogram for 
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Figure 4.4: Force Histogram for 
Titanium Grade 2. 
After running a Monte Carlo simulation for all four materials, it is possible to 
determine the peak force variation for different cases. A factor of safety for each case can 
then be determined by looking at the mean and standard deviation of the peak force 
probability density function tables. Table 4.5 shows the different cases considered. Row 1 
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of the table contains the statistics of the cuts with identical cutting conditions where each 
test is repeated 14 times. Row 2 shows the cases where spindle speeds are different but 
the radial depths are the same. Row 3 shows the cases where the radial depths are 
different but the spindle speed is the same. Finally, Row 4 has statistics of all of the 
cutting conditions, different radial depths and spindle speeds. 
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Table 4.8: Titanium Grade 2 Peak Resultant Force PDF Table 
In Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 the second column shows the mean values of the 
maximum force based on simulation with 100,000 tests, the third column shows the 
standard deviation of these forces and fourth column indicates the sample size, i.e. the 
number of elements in the corresponding coefficients subset. 
It can be seen from Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 that the standard deviation is the 
smallest when the cutting conditions are identical and it is the biggest when cutting 
conditions (spindle speed and radial depth) are different. This is expected as the variation 
should be less when the cutting conditions are identical. For aluminum 6061, steel 1018 
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and stainless steel 304, a comparison of rows 2 and 3 leads to the conclusion that spindle 
speed causes more variability than radial depth. However, in titanium, radial depth is a 
more significant source of variation than spindle speed. 
By using the mean and standard deviation values for any of the four materials in 
Tables 4.5 to 4.8 it is possible to determine a process planning factor of safety (FS) using 
equation 4.3. 
(mean + 3 • std) 
rS = , 4 3x 
mean
 v J 
In process planning, a factor of safety is necessary to ensure that the actual cutting 
forces will be less than the model estimated forces. This procedure is consistent with 
standard engineering practice when using any type of simulation model. In this study, we 
want to be 99.86% confident that the actual cutting forces while machining will be safe. 
A Normal probability distribution plot defining the safe and unsafe regions can be 
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Figure 4.5: Probability Density Function 
Table 4.9 is generated by using the mean and standard deviation values of Rows 1 
and 4 of Tables 4.5 to 4.8. The first column shows the factor of safety required when the 
cutting conditions are absolutely identical to the calibration conditions. The second 
column shows the factor of safety when the radial depth and spindle speed are not 
identical to the calibration conditions. 

























By looking at Table 4.9, it can be said that for aluminum, if the cutting conditions 
such as radial depth and spindle speed are not known, then a factor of safety of 1.17 can 
be set. For example, if the breaking strength of the tool was 500N then the feedrates 
should be set to values such that the model estimated forces are calculated to be less than 
427N (500/1.17). This force level would ensure a 99.86% probability that the actual 
forces encountered would be less than 500N. Table 4.9 also shows that when cutting 
conditions are the same, a lower factor of safety may be used. 
4.4 Effect of Variation in Cutting Tool Type 
When there is additional variation in the cutting parameters like tool geometry, 
tool material and axial depth, the FS is expected to change. To observe how much FS 
changes when additional machining parameters are added, new sets of experiments were 
conducted. These new sets of experiments were performed on Steel 1018 with the 
following 5 different inserts and tools of different geometry: Sandvik 08M-PL, 
Kennametal KC725M and Kennametal KC935M inserts as well as conventional coated 
and uncoated solid carbide tools of 30 degree helix angle. The geometry of Sandvik 08M-
PL and Kennametal inserts is similar but the tool material is different. The tests were 
performed at 2400 and 4000 rpm; at VA and % immersions; at tool radii of 12.7mm and 
25.4mm and at axial depths of 3.175mm and 1.905mm. 16 tests were conducted for each 






































































Table 4.10: Orthogonal array for each tool 
The levels for the variables of RPM, radial depth, tool radius and axial depth are 

















Table 4.11: Levels for the variables in the experiments 
The tests described above are conducted to calibrate the model coefficients, KTC, 
KTE, KRC and KRE. The values of the calibrated model coefficients can be seen in 
Appendix C. Monte Carlo simulation is then run in the same manner used to generate 
Table 4.9. Table 4.12 shows the mean and the standard deviation values of the 
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distribution for the inserts as well as the conventional tools to obtain the Factor of Safety 
Table shown in Table 4.13. 
Table 4.12: 































s Peak ResultantForce ] 
The FS value in the second column in Table 4.13 is identical to Table 4.9, 
corresponding to the baseline tests. However, the other columns represent the FS 
resulting from the variation in different cutter types as well as different tool geometry, 
tool radius and axial depth. The third column of Table 4.13 shows the FS value of the 
inserts combined together, i.e. the coefficients from the Sandvik 08M-PM insert are 
combined with the coefficients from the tests conducted with Sandvik 08M-PL, KC725M 
and KC935M and a Monte Carlo simulation is run. The simulation results for this case 
can be seen in the first row of Table 4.12. Fourth column in Table 4.13 shows the FS 
value resulting from the combination of the inserts and the conventional solid carbide 
cutters (coated and uncoated) of 30 degree helix angle. Mean and standard deviation for , 
this case can be seen in the second row of Table 4.12. 
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Steel 1018 
Different RD and 
spindle speed 
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1.5 
Table 4.13: Factor of Safety Table for Resultant Forces. 
It is observed from Table 4.12 that, when additional parameters are added, the FS 
increases. When the cutting coefficients from 4 types of inserts that exhibit slight change 
in tool geometry are combined with different axial depths and radiuses to estimate the 
peak resultant forces, the FS increases to 1.36. In addition, when the coefficients 
calibrated from the inserts and the conventional coated and uncoated solid carbide tools 
(exhibiting major change in tool geometry) are combined to estimate the peak resultant 
force distribution, the FS increases to 1.5. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, correlation matrices for each material are presented. These tables 
show how strongly the model coefficients are correlated. KTC -KTE and KRC-KRE are 
inversely correlated, exhibiting the "see-saw" effect. However, KTC - KRC and KTE - KRE 
are positively correlated. There are also correlations between KTC - KRE and KTE - KRC. 
Since there is such a strong correlation between the coefficients, it is not possible to add 
the effect of variation in the coefficients to the force estimation. Thus Monte Carlo 
simulation is needed to observe the variations in the force estimations. 
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Monte Carlo simulation is run by creating 100,000 sets of force model 
coefficients with a statistical distribution that depends on the cutting conditions (identical 
conditions, only spindle speed changes etc) used when performing the model calibration. 
The mean, standard deviation and correlation matrix of the coefficients for the cutting test 
sub-groups described in Chapter 3 are utilized in a multivariate normal distribution. Then, 
the linear force model is run 100,000 times to yield a force probability distribution. This 
process is repeated for the four different cases (sub-groups) under consideration: 1) 
Identical conditions. 2) Different spindle speed with same radial depth. 3) Different radial 
depth with same spindle speed. 4) Different spindle speed and radial depth. The results 
from the simulations indicate that for Aluminum 6061, Steel L018 and Stainless Steel 304 
spindle speed is a more significant source of model coefficient variation than radial 
depth. However, in Titanium Grade 2, radial depth causes more variation than spindle 
speed. In addition to that, as expected, when cutting conditions are identical, the variation 
in the resultant forces is the smallest. On the contrary, when the sample includes the 
coefficients from all types of test conditions, the variation becomes larger. 
Results for Steel 1018 indicate that to ensure safe and efficient cutting, the cutting 
conditions should be set such that the model estimated forces are 17% less than the 
maximum allowable forces. This procedure will ensure that the actual cutting forces will 
be less than a force which could either break the tool or deflect too much with a 
probability of 99.86%. 
What happens when a cutting tool is used that has not undergone a calibration 
procedure to determine accurate cutting coefficients? To answer this question tests were 
conducted with different geometry, coating, axial and radial depths. It is observed that the 
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required FS increases when these additional variations are introduced. Results from tests 
conducted with different types of inserts and conventional tools of different geometries at 
different tool radii, and axial depth show that when different types of inserts are used, the 
FS increases from 1.17 to 1.36. In addition, if the tests also include conventional coated 
and uncoated solid carbide tools, whose tool geometries are significantly different than 
the inserts, the FS increases from 1.36 to 1.5. These tests provide two valuable pieces of 
information: 1. Process planners must include a FS if they are using coefficients from a 
general table that doesn't include information about the cutting tool used in the 
calibration test. 2. Productivity can be significantly improved by getting calibration 
information from tests that are as close to the actual machining conditions as possible. 
This conclusion provides a good rationale for the value of on-line calibration performed 
while cutting a production part. In this way the calibration coefficients can be used with a 





This chapter compares experimentally measured forces to the probability 
distributions predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation method. Monte Carlo simulations 
are extended over a full range of chip thickness, in an attempt to generalize the factor of 
safety found for one chip thickness value. The changing cutting conditions case 
(changing radial depth and spindle speed) are used in the simulation for each material. 
Experimental resultant peak forces are compared with the results of the Monte Carlo 
simulated upper and lower force intervals. 
A case study is performed using Steel 1018 with two different methods in order to 
experimentally validate the FS values generated by Monte Carlo simulations. In the first 
method, the cutting conditions are known and the force is simulated to get the mean peak 
target force. The target force is then multiplied by the Factor of Safety (FS) obtained 
from Monte Carlo simulations to determine the critical force level. Experimental forces, 
using the same cutting conditions, are obtained from the Kistler and compared with the 
simulated force. In the second method, the critical force is calculated based on the tool 
deflection constraints. This critical force is then divided by FS to get the target force. The 
feedrates are optimized to match the target force. Experimental cuts are performed at the 
optimized set feedrates and the measured forces are compared with the calculated force. 
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If the method is working correctly, the measured forces will be less than the target 
force with a 99.86% probability. 
5.2 Methodology and Results 
Experimental work is performed to verify the Monte Carlo simulation results in 
two ways. The first goal is to generalize the factor of safety values found for one chip 
thickness from the Monte Carlo simulation results in Chapter 4 over a full range of chip 
thicknesses. The second goal is to observe if the actual peak resultant forces during 
machining stay within the confidence levels set by the Monte Carlo simulations. 
The calibration of the coefficients for all of the experimental tests is based on the 
average x and y force values. To compare simulation peak force results to experimental 
peak forces, the mean, standard deviation and the correlation of the coefficients are used 
to find force PDFs for the four different values of havg shown in Table 3.1 for each 
material. At each average chip thickness, havg, there are three sets of peak force values for 
three different radial immersions. The calibration tests are designed to have the same 
average chip thickness but peak forces are a function of peak chip thickness, hmax. 
Therefore, different radial depths result in different maximum chip thicknesses. Thus, for 
each set of forces shown in Figures 5.1-5.4 at the same chip thickness, the leftmost group 
is at VA immersion, the middle group is at Vi immersion and the rightmost group is at VA 
immersion (see Figure 5.1). 
The number of test repetitions from Table 3.1 is limited to three at each spindle 
speed for each material instead of including all 14 repetitions at one spindle speed as it is 
desired to eliminate a possible bias towards that one spindle speed. In addition, all three 
types of radial immersions are included. Therefore, the total number of experimental 
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conditions for each material is 4x4x3x3 (spindle speed x chip thickness x radial 
immersion x repetition) = 144. Monte Carlo simulations are run for all average chip 
thicknesses specified in Table 3.1 at a given radial immersion and spindle speed. Tables 
5.1-5.4 show the mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation, which is the ratio 
of standard deviation to the mean, obtained from the simulation. It should be noted that 
the coefficient of variation does not vary significantly with chip thickness. This 
observation is important and means that a single FS should work over the full range of 
chip thickness. 
The mean and standard deviation values shown in Tables 5.1-5.4 can also be used 
to generate confidence limits which are graphically shown in Figures 5.1-5.4. Upper and 
lower confidence levels of 99.86% and 95% are formed by adding and subtracting 3a and 
2a to the mean value. The experimentally measured resultant peak forces are shown on 
the graphs, indicating that the measured forces fall within the predicted confidence limits. 
The Kistler dynamometer used to measure forces has a natural frequency of around 




1) havg = 0.0254mm 
different conditions 
2) havg = 0.0508 mm 
different conditions 
3)havg = 0.0762mm 
different conditions 



















Table 5.1: Aluminum Peak Resultant Force PDF Table for Different Conditions, Case 4 
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Figure 5.1: Experimental Resultant Forces Compared to the Monte Carlo Simulation 
Intervals for Aluminum. 




1) havg = 0.0254mm 
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different conditions 
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018 Peak Resultant Force PDF Table for Different Conditions, Case 4 
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Figure 5.2: Experimental Resultant Forces Compared to the Monte Carlo Simulation 
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Table 5.3: Stainless Steel 304 Peak Resultant Force PDF Table for Different Conditions, 
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Figure 5.3: Experimental Resultant Forces Compared to the Monte Carlo Simulation 




1) havg = 0 0127 mm 
different conditions 
2)havg = 0 01905mm 
different conditions 
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Table 5.4: Titanium Peak Resultant Force PDF Table for Different Conditions, Case 4 of 
Table 4.8 for all havg, Sample Size = 36, Monte Carlo Simulation 
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Figure 5.4: Experimental Resultant Forces Compared to the Monte Carlo Simulation 
Intervals for Titanium Grade 2. 
Figures 5.1 to 5.4 show that the experimentally measured forces fall within the 
confidence intervals created by Monte Carlo simulation. 
5.3 Case Study 
A case study was performed to verify the FS values generated by Monte Carlo 
simulations for the cutting conditions that are different than the tests done to determine 
FS. 
A Steel 1018 block underwent both up and down milling, using a three flute insert 
cutter with a 25.4 mm diameter, with four different radial immersions (slot, three 
quarters, half and quarter), four different spindle speeds (3000 rpm, 3500 rpm, 4000 rpm 
and 4500 rpm) and an axial depth of 2.54 mm. The cutting forces are simulated by two 
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different methods: 1) Spindle speed, immersion and havg are known. A feedrate is 
calculated based on the spindle speed and havg. Then, the force is simulated based on this 
information including the effects of runout. The simulated force is multiplied by the FS to 
determine the force level not to be exceeded. Then, experimental resultant peak forces are 
plotted against the simulated and critical force levels. 2) The tolerance specified in [1] is 
used to calculate the critical force level. A target force is obtained by dividing the critical 
force level by the FS. The simulation program is then utilized in an iterative manner to 
determine the experimental feedrates. The experimental resultant peak forces are plotted 
against the predetermined critical and target force levels. 
5.3.7 Methodl: Known feedrate-calculated force 
For a given cutting condition, a critical force not to be exceeded is determined as 
follows: e.g. for a half immersion cut at 3000 rpm, and a specified average chip thickness 
(havg) of 0.03175 mm, the feedrate is calculated and the resultant peak force is determined 
from the simulation, including runout with a magnitude of 0.01016 mm and locating 
angle of 145 degrees. The runout magnitude is measured with the tool in the FADAL 3 
axis CNC milling machine using a dial indicator. The locating angle for the tool is 
estimated to match the profile shape of the measured force. The simulated resultant peak 
force is multiplied with a FS value for steel 1018 obtained from the Monte Carlo 
simulations (Table 4.9). Experiments are then run at the calculated feedrates. 





























Table 5.5 - Feedrate table (mm/min) for Case Study, method 1: Fixed havg 
The experiments are set such that the observed average chip thickness, havg, is the 
same for all of the cuts. But since the peak resultant forces depend on the maximum chip 
thickness, hmax? force levels vary with different radial immersions. Up milling and down 
milling case study results for a total of 32 tests can be seen in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 
respectively. The experimental peak resultant force magnitudes for down and up milling 
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Figure 5.5: Case study Method 1 - Downmill results. Critical force level is the simulated 
peak resultant force multiplied by the factor of safety 
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Figure 5.6: Case study Method 1 - Upmill results. Critical force level is the simulated 
peak resultant force multiplied by the factor of safety 
The results from Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show that experimental forces lie 
below the critical force level which is determined by using a FS obtained from the Monte 
Carlo simulations (Table 4.9). It is shown that the forces experienced by the tool during 
cutting will be less than the predicted forces with a probability of 99.86 %, under a 
variety of cutting conditions. It can also be noted that for downmilling, the variation in 
the experimental forces tend to be larger than in upmilling. Note that the model estimated 
forces are the same for both Up and Down milling since the model doesn't discriminate 
between the two cases. 
5 3 2 Method 2 Known force-calculated feedrate 
For this method, a critical force level not to be exceeded is determined by using 
the constraint equations for tool deflection and maximum bending stress (Eq 2.20 and Eq 
2.22) [4]. The smallest force result out of the two constraint equations is used to get the 
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target force which is then used in the force simulation to determine the feedrates by 
iteration. In this case study, the tool deflection formula yields a smaller force value and 
therefore tool deflection becomes the constraint for the process planning. 
Calculation of the constraint force from tool deflection is now described. First, 
various tool parameters are given: Modulus of elasticity for cemented tungsten carbide is 
675.103 MPa, Effective diameter of the tool is 20.32mm, tool length is 38.1mm and 
allowable tool deflection of 0.00152mm. Using this information in Eq. 2.20, the target 
force from the allowable deflection is calculated as 468 N. The allowable force from 
bending stress is calculated from Eq. 2.22 to be 3580 N based on a stress of 207 MPa and 
a tool diameter of 25.4mm. Since the force from deflection is smaller than the force from 
bending stress, it becomes the constraint for the process planning. 
The calculated maximum allowable force from tool deflection is divided by a FS 
value of 1.17 for Steel 1018 (Table 4.9) to get the target force. Dividing 468 N by 1.17 
gives 400 N as the target force by which to set the feedrates. The feedrates for the given 
cut geometries are determined by iterating the feedrate in the simulation program until 
the target peak force is obtained. The simulation includes tool runout of 0.01016 mm with 
a locating angle of 145 degrees. The experimental feedrates for method 2 can be seen in 
Table 5.6. Simulated and experimental forces for method 2 with up and down milling 




























Table 5.6: Feedrate table (mm/min) for Case Study, method 2: Fixed forces 
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The experiments for this method are designed such that the experimental resultant 
peak forces for all types of immersion yield the same peak force values. Since it requires 
a higher feedrate for VA immersion than the other 3 types of immersion to get the same 
target peak force, the feedrates are slightly higher for VA immersion than the other 
immersions for a specific cutting speed. The experimental peak resultant force 
magnitudes for down and up milling cases for this case study can be seen in Appendix C. 
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Figure 5.7: Case study Method 2 - Downmill results 
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Figure 5.8: Case study Method 2 - Upmill results 
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8 indicate that the experimental peak forces remain in the safe 
zone for all of the test cases, below the critical force level corresponding to a 99.86% 
confidence level. It is again notable that the variation of the experimental forces in 
downmilling is larger than the variation in upmilling. 
5.4 Summary 
In chapter 5, experimental validation of the Monte Carlo simulations are 
performed. For each of the four materials, Monte Carlo simulations are run for a full 
range of chip thicknesses at Vi immersion. 95% and 99.86% confidence intervals are 
formed by adding 2 a and 3 a to the Monte Carlo simulation mean. The resultant peak 
forces from the tests include three repetitions with all types of immersions and spindle 
speeds, for a total number of 144 cases for each material. The tests fall within the 
confidence intervals created by Monte Carlo simulation. 
A case study is also performed on a Steel 1018 block to verify the FS values 
generated by Monte Carlo simulations. In the first method, a peak force level is 
calculated from known cutting condition (known spindle speed, radial depth, chip 
thickness, feedrate and axial depth). That force level is then multiplied by the FS (1.17) to 
calculate the critical force level. We expect 99.86% of the measured forces to be below 
the critical force level. The results confirm that the measured peak forces do fall below 
the critical threshold. 
In the second method, a constraint equation for tool deflection is used to get the 
maximum allowable force for a desired tolerance. The maximum allowable force is then 
divided by the FS for Steel 1018, 1.17 (as opposed to multiplying in method 1). Feedrates 
for the given cutting conditions are found iteratively in the simulation program. The 
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experimental peak resultant forces all fall within the maximum allowable force line. This 
verifies that the FS obtained from Monte Carlo simulations can be used to enable safe 
and efficient cutting with 99.86% confidence, which is vital in process planning. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RATIO ASSIGNMENT BETWEEN THE TANGENTIAL AND THE RADIAL 
COEFFICIENTS 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the effect of eliminating the need for the radial coefficient 
calibration by assigning a ratio of the radial coefficients to the tangential coefficients on 
the force probability density functions. 
The Kistler dynamometer is a useful instrument for calibrating the tangential and 
the radial coefficients. However, due to its invasive nature and high cost, it is not 
practical to use the force dynamometer in industrial applications. In contrast, the power 
sensor made by Load Control Incorporated (LCI) [14] is an inexpensive and non-invasive 
instrument. Unfortunately, the power sensor is only capable of finding the tangential 
coefficients. It is worth investigating whether it is possible to calibrate the tangential 
coefficients with a power sensor and then use a ratio of radial to tangential coefficients to 
determine the radial coefficients. Maximum allowable force estimations for process 
planning could be performed based on these coefficients and a corresponding FS. 
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6.2 Coefficient Ratios 
To assign a ratio between the tangential and radial coefficients, the calibration 
results from the calibration tests shown in shown in Appendix C, i.e. 69 coefficients for 
each material, have to be used. The mean and the variance of the two ratios (KRC/KTC and 
KRE/KTE) for 69 sets of coefficients can be seen in Table 6.1. To account for the ratio 
variation, the mean and the variance of these two ratios for each material are utilized in a 
multivariate normal random distribution to obtain 100,000 ratios in MATLAB. These 
randomly created ratios are multiplied with 100,000 tangential coefficients obtained from 
the multivariate normal distribution, to estimate the radial coefficients. Monte Carlo 
simulation is then run to see the effect of assigning ratios between the tangential and the 
radial coefficients on the force probability density functions, thus on the FS. The 

























Table 6.1 - Mean and variance table of KRC/KTC and KRE/KTE for each material using 
calibration results from Appendix C 
The values in Table 6.1 indicate that the variation in the cutting coefficients is less 
than the variation in the edge coefficients. In addition, the mean ratios of the cutting and 
edge constants are different for each material. 
After running the Monte Carlo simulation using the calibrated tangential 
coefficients and the estimated radial coefficients, it is possible to obtain F.S values for 
each material. Table 6.2 shows the effect on the FS when using the ratio method instead 















































Table 6.2 - Factor of safety tables for Calibrated Coefficients method and the Ratio 
method for different cutting conditions, 69 conditions 
Results from Table 6.2 show that if the radial coefficients are assumed to be a 
fixed ratio of the tangential coefficients, the FS for Aluminum increases from 1.17 to 
1.19. The required FS for ST1018, STST304 and Titanium 2 increase by 9%, 5% and 3% 
respectively. 
These results indicate that estimating the radial coefficients from the calibrated 
tangential coefficients with a ratio uncertainty slightly skews the force distribution. 
However, these results may prove useful in process planning as it eliminates the need for 
an expensive and invasive force dynamometer at the expense of setting the cutting 
conditions (feedrate/spindle speed) slightly more conservative. 
To have an idea about the accuracy of the force estimates obtained from both the 
calibrated coefficients method and the radial coefficients method, the standard error 
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between the model estimates and the experimental forces is found for each material. In 
Table 6.3 the standard error values for both ratio and calibrated coefficients method for 





STANDARD ERROR TABLE 










Table 6.3 Standard Error Table comparing the calibrated coefficients method and the 
ratio method to experimental forces for all of the materials 
The values in Table 6.3 are obtained by utilizing a perfect linear fit (slope=l and 
intercepts) to the experimental peak resultant forces and model estimated resultant 
forces. Then, using equation 6.1, the standard error of the estimates can be obtained, 
n-2 (6.1) 
where, y denotes the model predicted forces, y is the estimates from the regression line 
and n is the number of samples. 
In Table 6.3, it can be seen that in terms of standard error, there is no significant 
difference between the two methods. Figures 6.1-6.4 show the experimental peak 
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Figure 6.1 - Ratio Model Estimated vs. Measured Forces for Aluminum 
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Figure 6.4 - Ratio Model Estimated vs. Measured Forces for Titanium 2 
It can be seen from Figures 6.1-6.4 that the variation in the experimental peak 
resultant forces is less in Aluminum and Titanium. The variation increases in Steell018 
and SS304. This observation verifies the standard error values shown in Table 6.3. The 
experimental and simulated forces can be seen in Appendix C. 
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6.3 Summary 
In this chapter the effect of estimating the radial coefficients on the force 
probability density functions is investigated. The radial coefficients are estimated by first 
getting the ratio statistics of KRC/KTC and KRE/KJE, i.e. the mean and the variance, of the 
calibrated tangential and radial coefficients. The mean and the variance of the coefficient 
ratios for each material are utilized in a multivariate normal random distribution and then 
multiplied with the tangential coefficients. Monte Carlo simulation is run with the 
calibrated tangential coefficients and the estimated radial coefficients to obtain a FS. For 
Aluminum the increase in FS is the minimal, from 1.17 to 1.19. For Steel 1018, the 
increase is the most significant, going from 1.17 to 1.26. For Stainless Steel 304, the FS 
increases from 1.16 to 1.21 and finally for Titanium Grade 2, FS increases from 1.16 to 
1.19. These results show that estimating the radial coefficients increases FS slightly, 
meaning that cutting conditions become slightly more conservative than the case where a 
force dynamometer is used to determine FS. This is an important observation in process 
planning as a power sensor may be sufficient to estimate the resultant forces to set 
reasonable but more conservative cutting conditions. 
In addition, it has been observed that there is no significant difference between the 
two methods, the ratio method and the calibrated coefficients method, in terms of the 
model accuracy. When the estimated forces are compared to the experimental forces, it 




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Introduction c 
This chapter summarizes the thesis work and outlines the conclusions. 
Suggestions for future studies are also included. 
7.2 Conclusions 
The milling force model used in this study is calibrated by using the average 
cutting forces in the x and y direction. Constraints for the process planning are introduced 
to select the best possible cutting conditions using a properly calibrated force model. 
Quantifying the uncertainty of the force model resulted in a Factor of Safety that can be 
used to set safe cutting conditions. 
The experiments for this research are performed on blocks of Aluminum 6061, 
Steel 1018, Stainless Steel 304 and Titanium Grade 2 with three different cutting 
geometries (%, Vi and VA immersions), four different spindle speeds, and four different 
feedrates. At one of the spindle speeds the tests are repeated 14 times for each radial 
immersion. Force model coefficients calibrated from the regression matrices are sub-
grouped into four categories to look at the variations with respect to changing cutting 
conditions: l)Identical conditions 2) Spindle speed changes 3) Radial immersion 
changes 4) Spindle speed and radial immersion change 
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The calibrated model coefficients, KTC, KTE, KRC and KRE correlation matrices are 
obtained. The cutting force coefficients, C terms, and edge constants, E terms, are 
negatively correlated, exhibiting see-saw effect. Since there is correlation between the 
coefficients, it is not possible to add the effect of variation in the coefficients to the force 
estimation. Thus, Monte Carlo simulation is used to observe the variations in the force 
estimations. The results from the simulations indicate that for Aluminum 6061, Steel 
1018 and Stainless Steel 304 spindle speed is a more significant source of variation in the 
peak resultant forces than the radial depth. However, in Titanium Grade 2, radial depth 
causes more variation than spindle speed. When cutting conditions are identical, the 
variation in the resultant forces is the smallest. On the contrary, when the sample includes 
the coefficients from all types of test conditions, the variation becomes larger. 
The Monte Carlo results for Steel 1018 indicate that for safe and efficient cutting, 
process conditions (feedrate, spindle speed) should be set using the peak force estimates 
18% less than the critical peak resultant forces. To ensure 99.86% confidence that the 
actual forces during machining will be less than the maximum allowable force based on 
tool failure or part deflection, a factor of safety value is needed. Results from the tests 
conducted with different types of inserts and conventional tools of different geometries at 
different tool radii, and axial depth show that when different types of inserts are used, the 
FS increases from 1.17 to 1.36. In addition, when the tests with conventional coated and 
uncoated solid carbide tools are combined with the inserts, FS increases from 1.36 to 1.5. 
Feedrates during the process planning should use the particular FS that is based on the 
difference between the planned cutting conditions and the cutting conditions used for 
calibration. 
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Experimental validation for the Monte Carlo simulations shows that a single FS 
should work over a full range of chip thicknesses. In addition, the actual resultant peak 
forces stay within the confidence intervals generated by the Monte Carlo simulations. 
Two types of case studies performed also show that the FS generated by the Monte Carlo 
simulations is valid and the measured peak forces for both down and upmilling fall below 
the critical threshold. This verifies that the FS obtained from Monte Carlo simulations 
can be used to enable safe and efficient cutting with 99.86% confidence, which is vital in 
process planning. 
The Monte Carlo simulation results show that assigning a ratio between the 
tangential and the radial coefficients increases the peak resultant force variation to a 
small extent, leading to a small increase in FS for each material. Thus, in process 
planning the cutting conditions (feedrate, spindle speed) will be set slightly more 
conservative than the case when full coefficient calibration is utilized to obtain a FS. 
Since use of the coefficient ratio has little effect on the FS, the non-invasive power sensor 
can be used directly in process planning by calibrating only the tangential coefficients 
and assigning a ratio to estimate the radial coefficients. 
7.3 Future Work 
A reliable library of cutting coefficients is essential for process planning using 
cutting force models. There are many more combinations of materials, tools and cutting 
conditions that need to be tested before such a library could be completed. This study 
may be expanded to consider the effects of coolant, tool diameter and different tool 
shapes like helix angle, rake angle, relief angle and most importantly - tool wear. Cutting 
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forces can increase by more than 100% due to tool wear [7]. As additional factors are 
introduced, the certainty is decreased and a greater factor of safety must be introduced. It 
might be preferable to use a system which continuously monitors coefficients [6, 7] as the 
part is being cut rather than relying on generic values for cutting coefficients. 
In addition, it may be of interest to do the same analysis using the instantaneous 
tangential and radial forces in place of the average x and y forces. This requires a 
coordinate transformation of the dynamometer's instantaneous x and y forces. The 
reasons why the model coefficient calibrations from the Kistler dynamometer and LCI 
power sensor vary need further investigation. 
This research demonstrates the need for "smart machining" sensors and systems. 
Sensors and models can only be combined effectively if models are calibrated 
continuously to ensure accurate model coefficients. A wireless "smart tool", such as [15] 
is currently being developed in the UNH research lab, would be of great value in the 
realization of such a system. 
The underlying assumption in this study is that, the cutting coefficients are -
normally distributed. Observation of 36 sets of coefficients, from tests of 3 repetitions, 
shows that the coefficients are not normally distributed. However, 36 samples are not 
enough to draw a conclusion about the distribution of the coefficients. Thus, a larger 
sample, i.e. n>100, is needed to come to a conclusion about the distribution of the 
coefficients. The histogram plots showing the normality of the cutting coefficients can be 
seen in Appendix E. Also, the regression process creates a usee-saw" effect between the 
cutting coefficients. The data should be centered to eliminate this effect. 
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The radial immersion and the spindle speed create a systematic shift in the peak 
experimental forces which will not be observed in a normal distribution. The reasons for 
this should be investigated further. In addition, better models should be made and an 
outlier elimination procedure should be developed to extract the outliers from the data. 
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EXPERIMENTS AND DATA ACQUISITION USER GUIDE 
Introduction 
This appendix includes the user guide to perform the experiments and data 
acquisition in order to replicate the results obtained from the tests performed for this 
research. 
Experiments and Data Acquisition 
To calibrate the cutting coefficients of a force model, a series of experiments must 
be performed. The experiments in this study utilized four different types of materials: 
aluminum 6061, steel 1018, stainless steel 304 and titanium grade 2. Cutting geometries 
of quarter immersion, half immersion and three quarters immersion with four different 
chip thicknesses and an axial depth of 0.125" were used in all of the four materials. 
Cutting blocks of these four different materials were mounted on the Kistler load cell. 
The surface of the cutting blocks must be flat. So, a clean cut with a small axial depth, 
about 0.01", must be done first. Then, a slot cut in y-offset direction must be created with 
an axial depth greater than the axial depth in the g-code. After that, tool and fixture 
offsets (x and y) must be set. To set the tool offset, the tool must be brought down to the 
top of the workpiece carefully with hand wheel knob. X fixture offset is set by bringing 
the tool to the left part of the workpiece and Y fixture offset is set by bringing the tool to 







Figure A.l- Overhead view of block setup as used for test cuts 
After setting the workpiece properly, the G-code written for the test must be 
loaded to the OpenCNC program part. In this research, G-codes were written so that 
cutting specifics are; down milling, VA, VI and VA immersions, a constant axial depth of 
0.125" and with four different feedrates, depending on the material ,in order to apply a 
least squares fit to calibrate the force model. A typical cutting pass includes a single 
immersion at an axial depth of 0.125" and four different feedrates. 
Predator (Vulcan Craft Performance) software is used for data acquisition. The 
experimenter can specify the sampling rate and number of sampling revolutions in the 
setup dialog box in the software, which can be seen in Figure A.2. 
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Figure A.2 - Data acquisition Setup Dialog 
After setting the sampling parameters in the software, the user should switch to 
the MDSI window to set EOBBlock (End of Block) on so that the g-codes line will be 
executed line by line. That is necessary as the Predator software requires sampling of tare 
power of the spindle motor before starting to collect data. So, the spindle should be 
allowed to rotate and the tare power should be sampled until a somewhat constant value 
is reached. After observing that the tare power has a constant reading, EOBBlock should 
be switched to off and then the program is ready to run. All of the cutting data, force and 
power data, obtained from the cutting test will be stored into the folder specified in the 
dialog box. A sample G code for the experiments performed can be seen below. 
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USER GUIDE FOR DATA PROCESSING AND PROGRAMS 
Introduction 
This appendix introduces the methods for data processing and lists the MATLAB 
programs written for the automation of the force model coefficient calibration process 
and Monte Carlo simulations 
Data Processing and Matlab Programs 
The force model introduced by Altintas in [1] suggests the use of average x and y 
forces in order to calibrate the four cutting coefficients, KTC, KTE, KRC and KRE. In order 
to do that, average x and y forces should be processed and then calibrated by a least 
squares fit. 
Several MATLAB m-files were written for data acquisition purposes. First 
program is main Altintas_KrKtJeed.m. In this program the user has to enter the name of 
the .1st extension file, which is stored in the folder created after the cutting test is 
completed. This file contains the geometric information of the cut like axial, radial 
depths, contact area rate for each G- code line as well as the feedrates, RPM information. 
The file's format is like the following: "G-Code name-NewMovelnfo". That file must be 
added to the working directory in MATLAB. main_Altintas_KrKtJeed.m program runs 
the automate2.m program which gets the average x and y forces. The user should enter 
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the name of the file in which the cutting data is stored in ".xlsx" format in automate2.m. 
Also, that file should be in the working directory. 
Depending on the sampling rate and sampling revolutions, necessary changes 
should be made in the program (lines 12, 16, 20, 21), i.e. if the user sets the angular 
increment per sample to 2 and the number of sampling revolutions of all data acquisition 
to 10, then 360/2 * 10 = 1800 lines of data will be in the excel spreadsheet for each g-
code line, if the user sets the angular increment per sample to 3 and number of sampling 
revolutions of all data acquisition to 10, then 360/3 * 10 = 1200 lines of data will be in 
the excel spreadsheet for each g-code line. 
After the average x and y forces are calculated, main_Altintas_KrKt_feed.m 
program applies least squares on the data to obtain the four cutting coefficients. These 
cutting coefficients are written in a different excel spreadsheet specified in the program in 
order to use them for the Monte Carlo simulation analysis. 
Monte Carlo simulation is used to get a force probability distribution which will 
help to find the factor of safety. To get the force distribution, montecarlo.m file should 
be run. This program runs peaksjnonte.m program, which uses the coefficients to 
determine the angle at which the maximum force occurs. The user should specify the 
RPM used in the cut and the average chip thickness. The maximum chip thickness giving 
the maximum force can be calculated and used in montecarlo.m program to find the 
distribution of the maximum forces utilizing a normal distribution. Thus; it is possible to 
determine a factor of safety for force by looking at the mean and standard deviation of the 
distribution. 
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List of programs 
MATLAB m-file to calculate the average x and v forces 
. Pr^ qr-iin t; automat^ the proc^dur^ to find average . an^ l y forces 
collected out of Kistler dynamometer to an excel spreadsheet. 
It processes A lin^s, starting from the input line and ne.:t three 
lines 
loir or t ant: excel wcrk LCCK must he converted ircm xib--> xlsx 
- Save 1st file in the matlab workspace directory tu get the feedrate 
info from that file 
, by Firat Eren on August 1, 2009 
r Design ana Manufacturing Lab. University of Mew Hampshire 









k=mt2str (y) ; 
for i=l:18 
t=b(2+1201*(i-l),2); 5 1100 will change according to the 
sampling * rate 
f=cell2mat(t); Program is set to get 10 rotations ana 
sample - at every degrees so there will te 
^/)/3 * 10 
z=findstr(f,k); lines for ^a^h g-cod^ Imp 
if(size(z)>0) 




Fx_cell=c(row+l:row+1200/2); 1200 will change according to the 
Fy_cell=c (row+1 :row+1200, 3) ; '- sampling rate 
Fxt=cell2mat(Fx_cell); 
Fyt=cell2mat(Fy_cell); 
Fx_avg=mean(Fxt)*4.44822162; o unit conversion from pounds to 












MATLAB m-file to calibrate the cutting coefficients Krr« KTF, KRP and KRF 
Pr ^qr^ Ti t > inmate both cutting coefficient pairs Kts and Krs 
- using 1 ie Al^mtdS1 equations en page 4C 
Firat Lren en 11 Ikv 2009 
ipd.teo m March 11 ^010, gets 4 coefficient f c r -ill thi^e raaial 
Iminer 31 ^ ns and writes ^hem into an excel tile 
[±] = 4_pt * spindle speed, no ot tee^h, fee 31, feed/, fe^di, feed4; 
c
 m p >rt&nt: savo 1st. tile in th^ raa^  lair workspace iircctory to get i he 
feedrate info from ^hat file 
clear 
N=l; number o i t e e t h 
a=in_mm(0.125) ;
 0 a x i a l dep th tt r r a r i jun '^ £>t<- °1 -u.t 
F= automate2 () ; changed to automa4-e_SL.an, was automate() 
info = xlsread( ' c : \Jsers \firateren\Documents\ MATLAB\ confidence raaial 
c;ef°\Firrt testQNAluminumxaluminum 3^19-1-NewMov^Info.'"lsx','al:ul9'); 



































Alx(i)= N*a*f(i)/(8*pi)*(cos(2*exit) - cos(2*enter)); 












M=[Alx(l) A2x(l) A3x(l) A4x(1);Aly(1) A2y(l) A3y(l) A4y(l) 
Alx(2) A2x(2) A3x(2) A4x(2);Aly(2) A2y(2) A3y(2) A4y(2); 
Alx(3) A2x(3) A3x(3) A4x(3);Aly(3) A2y(3) A3y(3) A4y(3); 




^ PEST OF THE CODE IS FOP WRITING COEFFICIENTS INTO AN EXCEL 
SPREADSHEET 
col={ ' q u a r t e r irnm' , ' h a l f u n m ' , ' t h r e e q u a r t e r s * } ; 
sp={' '/";' '; " } ; 
Ks={'Ktc'; fKte'; • Krc '; f Kref}; 
xlswrite('coefficients of Aluminum.xlsz',col, 'd2:12'); 






al{i,l}=sprintf(' c', 'Df + i-1 ); 
bl{i,l}=num2str(i+2); 
cl{i,l}=sprintf('^cf, fB' + i-1 ); 





al{i,l}=sprintf('>c', 'D1 + i-1 ); 
bl{i,l}=num2str(max(size(data))+i+3); 
cl{i,l}=sprintf{'
 5c', 'B' + i-1 ); 


















xlswrite('coefficients of Aluminum.xlsx',Ks,1); 
xlswrite{'coefficients of Aluminum.xlsx',y,pi); 
xlswrite('coefficients of Aluminum.xlsx',K,k); 
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MATLAB m-file to find the chip thickness at which the maximum force occurs 
9
-> program to get the angle and chip thickness at which the force is 
maximum 
o written by Jeff Nichols 
r modified by Firat Eren 
clear;clc 
close all 
run outlier_tang 9 get the tangential coefficients and extract outliers 
run outlier__rad th<° radial coefficients and extract outliers 
exy=Mt; c Mt is front outlier_tang (tangential coefficients) 
RPM=1800; ^spindle speed may be chcmged 2313 
original 1y 




SPR=round(Fs/RPS); osamples per revolution 
alpha_helix =12 * pi / 180; * helix angle in radians 12 
R = 6.35; o radius of cutter in mm P and a may be changed 9.52 5 
origi rial ly 
a = in_mm(0.125) ; ,J axial depth in mm 2.54 originally 
radial=R/2; ^radial immersion for slot cutting it was 
?*P 
fpt=fptl(RPM,N,feedl); 
phi = linspace(0, 2*pi, SPR); 
NXY=length(exy); s comment out unless you find nominal (find min max) 
Ktcl=exy(:,1);Ktel=exy(:,2);\ comment out unless you find nominal (find 
o min max; 
vi add radial components into play 
Krcl=Mr(:,l);Krel=Mr(:,2); 
rho = 0.00; beta = 0;runout = rho * exp(i*beta); 
phi_st = pi-acos((R-radial)/R); 
phi_ex = pi;F_xnl=[];F_xxl=[];F_xenl=[];F_ynl=[];F_yxl=[];F_yenl=[]; 
F_hypotmn=[];F_hypotmxl=[];F_hypotenl=[] ; %last t h r e e added by f i r a t 
for ij=l:NXY; %% comment out unless you find nominal (find min max) 
Kl=[Ktcl (ij ) ,Ktel (ij ) ;Krcl (ij ) ,Krel (ij ) ] ;,J- comment out unless you 
find nominal (find min max) 
° Kl=[Ktcl, Ktel ; Krcl, Krel] ° comment in when you find nominal 
[F1,T1,X1] = getcoefficients(phi, N, 100, a, Kl, alpha_helix, R, 
runout, phi_st, phi_ex); 

























) ) ; 

















Krc_hmax=Krcl ( f ind (F_hypotmxl==F__rmax) ) ; 
Kre_hmax=Krel (find(F_hypotmxl==F_rmax) ) ; 
Ktc= [Ktc_xmin;Ktc_xmax; Ktc_ymin; Ktc_ymax;Ktc_hmin; Ktc_hmax] ; 
Kte= [Kte_xmin;Kte_xmax;Kte_ymin;Kte_ymax;Kte_hmin;Kte_hmax] ; 




c o l o r = [ ' r ? , ' c ' / g ' / ^ / c ' ] ; 
f o r j = 1 :1 r r - r l < p 1 o " ~ ^ g ou r oo s e -" 
K = [Ktc_hmax, Kte_hmax; Krc_hmax, Kre_hmax] ; 
rho = 0 . 0 0 ; , r j n o a t mc jn i *-u ic jn nn 
b e t a = 0; l ^ c t i n g no]** c l run ^r i n r u j i u i i / 
r u n o u t = rho * e x p ( i * b e t a ) ; r u i . / u : 
p h i _ s t = p i - a c o s ( ( R - r a d i a l ) /R) ; r-n:rT } a i . o > : : . r d d : a v . o 
p h i _ e x = p i ; C M - a n g l e n i r i d Jd i i s 
a = 3 . 1 7 5 ; nan gen : r was ! . ; < 
[F,T,X] = getcoefficients(phi, N, 100, a, K, alpha_helix, R, runout, 
phi_st, phi_ex); 
[F_x2,F_y2,F_hypot2] = getforces2(F,phi,fpt); 
T_x = gettorgues2(T,phi,fpt); 






Wn=[10]/(Fs/2); "corner freguency of 10 Hz 
[b,a] = b u t t e r ( 2 , W n , ' h i g h ' ) ; '2nd ord^r bufterworth 
T_x = filter(b,a,T_x-mean(T_x) ) ; 
end 
minu=F_rmin; 






MATLAB m-file for Monte Carlo simulation 
%Monte Carlo Simulation program. User has to define the number of 
'^experiments to run, in n variable. 
* by Firat Eren, 2010, Design and Manufacturing Lab. UNH 
close all 
clear;clc 
run peaks_monte % run this file to get the simulation info (angle) 










df=length(Ktcl)-1; -c degree of freedom how. many points does the sample 
have ? 
n=l00000; £ number of points to be generated 
mu = mean (M) ; 
sigma = std(M); 







a=inch_mm(0.125); % axial depth in mm 







histfit(Fres,100);title{'Peak force distribution for steel 1018 
identical havg=0.001"','FontSize',17);xlabel('Force 









histfit(A,100);title('Norm, peak force distribution for steel 1018 
identical havg=0.001"','FontSize',17);xlabel('Force 
(N)','FontSize',14);ylabel{'Number of times','FontSize',14); 
Force Simulation Program including runout 
clear all; 't Mat lab conimand to clear out all variables from workspace 
close all; 't- Matlab command to close all open plots 
x Author: D M Esterling Date; 10/06/2006 
*, Revised 06/30/2008 to clean up the input & output sections 
% Comments from original 10/06/2006 program removed for clarity 
% Modified by Firat Eren 
% Sign error for Fx fixed on 07/08/2008 
> Input lengths are in inches 
% Start of input 
^ * * * -* * * -A- * * x •* •*: 'k '*r %k 'k -k -k -k 'k ** -k -k -k -k -k -k 'k 'k -k -k -k -k 'k 'k ~k -k ~k k k ~k 
?, All angles will be in radians ! ! 
-c Important: ALL angles start at zero along the +Y axis 
i All input lengths are in inches. Time is in seconds. 
n_cycles = 3 ; % number of spindle periods for the data 
* Note that the simulation runs for one spindle period before any 
'•% data is taken (this is time_skip defined below) 
% Simulation assumes up milling (see phi_enter & phi__ex.it below) 
Cutting_energy_tang = 18 83.22 ; * tangential cutting energy N/nurr"2 
(aluminum) 
Cutting_energy_edge_tang = 57.64; £ tangential edge cutting energy 
N/mm (aluminum) 
Cutting_energy_rad=1105.78; % radial cutting energy 
Cutting_energy_edge_rad=87.43; -h radial edge cutting energy 
Kn = 1/3; % Kn is the ratio of the normal to the tangential force 
constant 
Run_Out = 0.0004; fc runout in inches 
Run_Out_Angle = 145; ^locator angle in degrees 
•% Run_ Out = 0.0; % runout in inches 
% Run__Out_Angle =• 0; ^locator angle in degrees 
num_teeth = 3 ; £number of teeth on tool (assumed FEM shape) 
tool_diam = 1 ; t tool diameter in inches 
tool_length =1.5; *. tool (gauge) length in inches 
% only used for stress and displacement calculations 
helix_angle = 12; % helix angle in degrees 
Radial_Depth = 0.75*tool_diam; •>• radial depth in inches 
77 
adoc = 0.1; o axial depth of cut in inches 
num_adoc = 40; ?, number of slices in the axial direction 
omega = 3500; *. spindle speed in RPM 




ena of input 
° Convert to mm & radian & rev per second units 
tool_diam = tool_diam*25.4; o tool diameter in mm 
tool_radius = 0.5*tool_diam; 
tool_length = tool_length*25.4; 
Run_Out = Run_Out*25.4; 
Run_Out_Angle = Run_Out_Angle*pi/180.0; 
Radial_Depth = Radial_Depth*25.4; 
adoc = adoc*25.4; 
helix_angle = helix_angle*(pi/180.0); 
-o feed_per_tocth = f eedjper_tooth*?5 . 4 ; 
omega = omega/60.0; v spindle rev per second 
period = 1/omega; 
feed = feed_per_tooth * num_teeth * omega; 
feed_ipm = feed*60/25.4; ° feed rate in inches per minute 
1 feed is in mm 
o The following come into play if we want to do dynamics 
Stiffness = 4.e06; 5 cutter stiffness in N/M. Not used 
Mass = 0.88; ?, mass in Kg. Not used. 
delta_theta = 2.0*(pi/180.0); 
?. 2 degree change in angle between each data segment in surface arc 
time_cycle = 1./omega; t time for one spindle rotation (seconds) 
time_start = 0; 
time_skip = time__cycle; i time to start storing data 
time_skip = time_skip - (12/360)*period; 
?, This tunky shift by -12 degrees in rotation angle is to get 
% my plot in phase with the Altintas p.44 m file result. 
° Not sure where the phase lag is coming from. 
time_end = time_skip + n_cycles*time_cycle; ?, time to end simulation 
theta_step = 0.75*delta_theta; °, change in angle in each time step 
time_step = (theta_step/(2.0*pi))/omega; 
i time step in simulation. 
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e* theta_step < delta_step guarantees at least one cut per 
-6 delta theta rotation by the spindle 
num_time_steps = floor ( time_end/time_step) + 1; 
RDOC_Phi = acos((tool_radius - Radial_Depth)/tool_radius); % acos( (R 
~ radial depth of cut) / R); 
RDOC = (RDOC_Phi/pi)*100; * rdoc immersion in percent (!) 
•o Number of linear segments in surface segment that maintains 
x where -the cut surface is located. 
Num_seg = floor( 0.01*RDOC*pi/delta_theta )+ 1; 
% upmi11 
phi_enter = 0.0; % entrance and exit angle for RDOC 




tooth_angle__step = (2.0*pi)/num_teeth; % angular spacing between teeth 
helix_tan = tan(helix_angle); 
helix_angle__step = helix_tan*2/tool_diam; % Altintas egn 2.87 
% Trie tooth angle has changed by Z*helix_angle__step 
"; as you go up a distance Z along the tool axis, 
helix_step = helix_angle_step*adoc*180/pi; 
pitch_angle = tooth_angle__step; 
% adoc__l is the AD where the total force on the tool should be zero 
% (see Tlusty, p. 555) for rigid tool, no runout and 
"; circular approximation 
adoc_l = tool_diam*pitch_angle/(2.0*helix_tan); 
% adoc = adoc^l 
adoc_step = adoc/(num_adoc - 1 ) ; s Thickness of an axial slice 
£C__Tlusty = Cutting_energy*adoc_step; '•$ egn 9.59 Tlusty, needs h 
x_step = feed*time_step; 
% distance the tool center moves in one time step (no dynamics) 
x_end = x_step*num_time_steps; 
c initialize Lin_Seg array, which describes the cut surface. 
v; Initial location of tool center is X__init, Y__init 
X init = 0.0; 
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Y_init = 0.0; 
Seg_length = (pi*tool_radius)*(delta_theta/pi); 
for i_adoc = 1: (num_adoc-l) 
for i_seg = l:Num_seg 
phi = phi_enter + (i_seg - 1)*delta_theta; 
if (phi <= phi_exit) 
Last_seg (i_adoc) = i_seg; % Last__seg will be last segment 
o number that is above the RDOC line, for this ADOC slice 
t Set initial x, y, angle and time for starting cut surface 
X_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = X_init + tool_radius*sin(phi); 
Y_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = Y_init + tool_radius*cos(phi); 
Phi_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = phi; 
Time_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = time_start; 
Tooth_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = -1; % -1 means no tooth has 
actually cut this segment 
end; \ end of case where tooth angle is less than or egual to 
phi exit 
end; % end of loop over i__seg 
% Put the lowest adoc data points into an array for plotting 
% Later we will follow how these points are moved as the surface is 
cut 
if (i_adoc == 1) 
for i = l:Last_seg(l) 
xx(i) = X_seg(l,i); 
yy(i) = Y_seg(l,i); 
end; 
£plot(xx, yy, 'bo'}; 
'shold on; 
end; 
end; i end of loop over i_adoc 
i End of initializing the linear segment (data point) array 
% Now initialize the y buffer data 
'•s Note that we could extend the Y buffer x range to before the start 
and after the 
% end of the tool center positions. What you would see is a profile of 
the tool 
% outline {with some spiral effect due to the non-zero feed as the 
tooth rotates) 
% but these Y values would not contribute to the surface roughness 
measure. 
x_buffer_start = 0.0; 
x_buffer_end = x_end; 
x_buffer_number = 100; 
x_buffer_step = (x_buffer end - x buffer start)/x buffer number; 
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for i_adoc = 1:(num_adoc-l) 
for ix = 1:(x_buffer_number +1) 
x_buf fer (i_adoc, ix) = x__buf f er_start + (ix-1) *x_buf fer_step; 
y_buffer(i_adoc, ix) = tool_radius - Radial_Depth; * 
initialize end of y buffer stalx to Y = 0 
end; 
end; 
o Set tne min and max angles to search for Y buffer intersections, 
for the tooth angle relative to the current tool center. 
tooth_angle_min = -0.25*pi; - In faci-, most cutting for upmilling 
will start at 
° zero angle, but due to cycloidal motion and tool dynamics, some 
cutting 
* can happen before the "noon" position, -pi/4 is a safe angle to 
start 
o the intersection test 
tooth_angle_max = RDOC_Phi + 0.1*pi; $ Again a safe distance past the 
RDOC line 
if (tooth_angle_max > pi ) 
tooth_angle_max = pi; '* For slot cutting or near slot cutting, 
truncate 
$ intersection test to Y buffer lines in front of the tool. 
end; 
pi2 = 2.0*pi; 
Toolsg = tool_radiusA2; 
time = time_start; 
angle = 0.0; :> angle will be the spindle rotation angle. It is also 
the angle the first tooth makes with the positive Y axis. 
i_time_end = num_time_steps; 
for i_time = 1: num_time_steps 
i. Find the i time value for the starting time 
force_time(i_time) = 0.0; 
time_time (i_time) = time; 
if (time <= time_skip) 
i_time_skip = i_time; -6 update i_ time_ skip unitl time > 
time_skip 
end; 
for i_adoc = 1: (num_adoc - 1) 
Fx(i_adoc, i_time) =0.0; "- Total x component of the force at time 
t 
Fy(i_adoc, i_time) =0.0; ?> Total y componerit of the force at 
time t 
end; 
i MyCnip is debug stuff to follow the chip thickness as 
°. a function of time. MyChip_h is circular approx to 
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chip thickness 
MyChip(i_time) = 0.0; 
MyChip_h(i_time) = 0.0; 
% (Xold, Yold) is the current center of the tool at this time, 
? where there is NO dynamic deflection of the tool. 
Xold = Run_Out*sin(angle + Run_Out_Angle) + (time -
time_start)*feed; 
Yold = Run_Out*cos(angle + Run_Out_Angle); 
for i_adoc = 1: (num_adoc -1) 
for i_tooth = 1: num_teeth 
tooth_angle_base = (i_tooth -1)*tooth_angle_step + angle; 
-o This is the angle of the i__th tooth at the base of the tool 
tooth_adoc = (i_adoc -1)*adoc_step; 
% tooth__adoc is distance trorn base of tool to this tooth 
tooth_angle = tooth_angle_base + tooth_adoc*helix_angle_step; 
° This is the angle of i__tooth at this z value 
tooth_angle = mod(tooth_angle, pi2); 
if( tooth_angle > pi) 
tooth_angle = tooth_angle - pi2; £ fold tooth__angle from -
pi to +pi 
end; 
t, Ok, now have the tooth angle for the current tooth ana adoc 
': Next we do the y buffer calculation and, at the end of that, 
c
' we will do the linked segment chip thickness and force 
calculation 
Test if tooth angle is at least at the first segment 
angle or 
t more than one time step beyond the last segment angle. 
t. The tooth angle is allowed to go just beyond the last 
fegment angle 
* so the tests below can test the very last segment point. 
angle_time(i_time) = tooth_angle; 
x_tooth = Xold + tool__radius*sin (tooth_angle) ; 
y_tooth = Yold + tool_radius*cos(tooth_angle); 
if(i_tooth == 1) 
x_tl(i_time) = x_tooth; 
y_tl(i_time) = y_tooth; 
end; 
if(i_tooth == 2) 
x_t2(i_time) = x_tooth; 
y_t2(i_time) = y_tooth; 
end; 
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if ( (tooth_angle > tooth_angle_min) & (tooth_angle < 
tooth_angle_max) ) 
*, Trim Y buffer lines for this tooth 
% Search Y buffer lines near the tip of the tool or buffer 
line at ix___center. 
ix_center = round( (x_tooth -
x_buf fer_start)/x__buffer_step + 1) ; 
'< xx_step is how far the tooth tip moves in the x 
direction in one time step. 
* ix step is the change in the y buffer index over 
that x distance 
*. Add one more point in for safety. . . near Seg__angle = 
r\ 
KJ 
xx_step = abs( tool_radius* ( sin(tooth_angle + 
theta_step) - sin(tooth_angle) ) ); 
ix_step = round( ( xx_step/ x_buffer_step) + 1); 
ix_start = ix_center - ix_step; 
ix_end = ix_center + ix_step; 
do_loop = 1 ; * == 1 if the tool tip "ahadow" is over the y 
buffer lines 
if (ix_end < 1) 
do_loop = 0; 
end; 
if (ix_start > (x_buffer_number + 1)) 
do_loop = 0; 
end; 
if (do_loop == 1) 
if (ix_start < 1) 
ix_start = 1 ; 
end; 
if ( ix_end > (x_buffer_number +1) ) 
ix_end = x_buffer_number + 1 ; 
end; 
end; 
if (do_loop == 1 ) 
for ix = ix_start: ix_end 
2
- Find the y coordinate the tooth was at when at 
this x coordinate 
x_test = x_buffer(i_adoc, ix); 
if (abs( x_test - Xold) < tool_radius) 
y_test = sgrt( tool_radiusA2 - (x_test -
Xold)A2) + Yold; 
if (y_buffer(i_adoc, ix) < y_test) 
y_buffer(i_adoc, ix) = y_test; 
end; 
end; %end of case that the intersection point 
-?• on the y buffer line is less than the tool 
radius 
'-6 in distance from the current tool center-
end; -5 end of trimming y bu.ffer near the tip of the 
tool 
end; fc end of do__loop test if y buffer lines near the tool 
tip 
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end; v* end of case where tooth tip angle is such that 
intersection is possible 
£ End of Y buffer calculation 
% 
% Start of linked segment calculation 
Test if tooth angle is at least at the first segment angle 
or 
x more than one time step beyond the last segment angle. 
y, The tooth angle is allowed to go just beyond the last 
segment angle 
% so the tests below can test the very last segment point. 
if ( (tooth_angle < Phi_seg(i_adoc, 1) ) I (tooth_angle > ( P 
hi_seg(i_adoc, Last_seg(i_adoc) ) + delta_theta) ) ) 
i_seg = -1; -s indicate that this tooth is not cutting 
else 
phi seg 
% search phi__segs until tooth__angle is at or just past 
for j_seg = 1: Last_seg(i_adoc) 
if (Phi_seg(i_adoc, j_seg) <= tooth_angle ) 




if (i_seg >= 1) 
r- Test to see if the tooth is cutting this segment. Use 
the 
*, coordinates of the first segment point on the surface 
se gmen t wh i c h includes 
% the current tooth angle 
Rl = sgrt( (X__seg(i_adoc, i_seg) - Xold) A2 + ( 
Y_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) - Yold)A2 ); 
chip_thickness_l = tool_radius - Rl; 
if (chip_thickness_l > 0) 
> then tooth is cutting this segment. Re-set surface 
position 
recent 
V-. of the FIRST point on the surface segment. 
Seg_angle = Phi_seg(i_adoc, i_seg); s Use most 
% value for the angle of the first segment point 
X_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = Xold + 
tool_radius*sin(Seg_angle); 
Y_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = Yold + 
tool_radius*cos(Seg_angle); 
Phi_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = atan2(X_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) • 





Tooth_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = i_tooth; 
Time_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = time; 
end; 
if (i_seg < Last_seg(i_adoc) ) 
f
- then use the SECOND point on the segment to 
° the chip thickness, forces and so on. But this 
o point's surface coordinate is not changed, since 
o tooth has not reached it yet. 
R2 = sqrt( (X_seg(i_adoc, i_seg+l) - Xold)A2 + ( 
Y_seg(i_adoc, i_seg+l) - Yold)A2 ); 
chip_thickness_2 = tool_radius - R2; 
if ((chip_thickness_2 > 0)& (time > time_skip) ) 
% record chip thickness for this tooth 
and axial doc and at this time 




Ftang_step = Ftang__step + 
Cutting_energy_edge_tang*adoc_step; - add in edge effect 
Frad_step=Cutting_energy_rad*adoc_step*chip_thickness_2; 
Frad_step = Frad_step + 
Cutting_energy_edge_rad*adoc_step; % add in edge effect 
\ Fix on 07/08/2008 
o crianged Fx so sign agrees with Altintas p. 42 M code 
o Fx(i__adoc, i__time) = Fx(i_adoc, i_time) + 
Ftang_step*( -cos(tooth_angle) - Kn*sin(tooth_angle) ); 
Fy(i__adoc, i_time) = Fy(i__adoc, i time) + 
Ftang step* { sin (tooth_angle) - Kn^cos (tooth_arigle) ); 
'' 2 LINES BELOW TAKE RADIAL COEFFICIENTS INTO 
ACCOUNT 
Fx(i_adoc, i_time) = Fx(i_adoc, i_time) -
Ftang_step*cos(tooth_angle) - Frad_step*sin(tooth_angle) ; 
Fy(i_adoc, i_time) = Fy(i_adoc, i_time) + 
Ftang_step*sin(tooth_angle) - Frad_step*cos(tooth_angle) ; 
if ( (i_adoc == 1) & (i_tooth == 1) ) 




end; ° end of debug test of iadoc = 1, itooth = 
1 
end; ?> end of chip_thickness_2 > 0 
else o i__seg = Last_seg 
t If here, then at the last surface segment. This 
segment 
goes from the last point to the RDOC surface 
'pni_exit) 
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o So the "second" point on this surface may be 
considered to 
have zero chip thickness (just p>ast the PDOC 
surtace;. 
But, we need to consider if this last point is 
cut and, if so, 
9
 then add the chip thickness and resulting 
force to 
the total force. We only do this ONCE, at the 
first 
t> time the last segment is cut by this 
particular tooth 
for this particular rotation of the spindle. 
If the tooth 
° continues to cut this segment (i.e. a short 
time later 
it is cutting), for simplicity of logic, I 
ignore this 
t> and treat this tooth as not cutting (as past 
the 
RDOC surface line, even it it is not quite 
there yet. 
For sure, the tooth angle is within 
oelta trieta of 
? che PDOC surface, so this is a small error. 
o Ok, now to test if this is the first time that 
the 
current tooth is cutting this last point over 
the 
'" current spindle rotation. 
if ( (Tooth_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) ~= i_tooth) | ( 
(time - Time_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) ) > 0.75*time_cycle ) ) 
Seg_angle = Phi_seg(i_adoc, i_seg); t Use most 
recent 
•5 value for the angle of the last 
s e grae n t point 
X_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = Xold + 
tool_radius*sin(Seg_angle); 
Y_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = Yold + 
tool_radius*cos(Seg_angle); 
Phi_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = atan2(X_seg(i_adoc, 
i_seg)- Xold, Y_seg (i_adoc, i__seg) - Yold) ; 
Tooth_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = i_tooth; 
Time_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) = time; 
Rl = sqrt( (X_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) - Xold)A2 + ( 
Y_seg(i_adoc, i_seg) - Yold)A2 ); 
chip_thickness_l = tool_radius - Rl; 
if ( (chip_thickness_l > 0) & (time > 
time_skip) ) 
* record chip thickness for this tooth 
and axial doc and at this time 




Ftang_step = Ftang_step + Cutting_energy_edge*adoc_step; i add in edge 
effect 
Frad_step=Cutting_energy_rad*adoc_step*chip_thickness_2; 
Frad_step = Frad_step + 
Cutting_energy_edge_rad*adoc_step; 
° B x (i adoc, i t ime} = Fx (i _adoc, i_time) -
Ftang_step* ( cos (tooth_angle) + Kn*sin (tooth_angJ e) ); 
•c Fyii_adcc, i_time) = Fy{i_adoc, i__time) + Ftang__step* ( 
sin(tooth_angle) - Kn*cos(tooth_angle) ); 
o 2 LIKES BELOW TAKE RADIAL COEFFICIENTS 
Fx(i_adoc, i_time) = Fx(i_adoc, i_time) -
Ftang_step*cos(tooth_angle) - Frad_step*sin(tooth_angle) ; 
Fy(i_adoc, i__time) = Fy(i_adoc, i_time) + 
Ftang_step*sin(tooth_angle) - Frad_step*cos(tooth_angle) ; 
if ( (i_adoc == 1) & (i_tooth == 1) ) 




end; ^ end of debug, iadoc = itooth =-  1 
case 
end; i end of chip thickness > 0 for last 
segment point 
end; -6 end of first time this last segment point 
nas been cut for this tooth, spindle rotation 
end; '* end of if .. else... ior i__seg < Last__seg or 
is == Last seg 
end; - end of test on i^seg >= 1 
r- End of linked segment calculation for a particular 
tootn 
axial segment and time step 
end; 9 end of loop over number of teeth 
end; % end of loop over adoc slices 
Fx_tot(i_time) = 0.0; 
Fy_tot(i_time) = 0.0; 
for i_adoc = 1: (num_adoc -1) 
Fx_tot(i_time) = Fx_tot(i_time) + Fx(i_adoc, i_time); 
Fy_tot(i_time) = Fy_tot(i_time) + Fy(i_adoc, i_time); 
end; 
Ftot(i_time) = sqrt( Fx_tot(i_time)A2 
+Fy_tot(i_time)A2 ); 
MyT ime{i_t ime) = t ime; 
° Change spindle angle and time for next time step 
87 
angle = angle + theta_step; 
time = time + time_step; 
end; ena ^t 1> p over time s~eps 
All ;f the Jat-a analysis and clotting at the eni of the 10/0^/<_0C€ 
TC
-rsiuu n-s t^ -^n r^mov^d. 
Krw let's rmd the pe-dk bending stress and th - pe^k d-ispla^ir^nt. 
Only tne aisrldcement rerrendicuidr to the face is considered or m 
tie y airectnn. 
Using be^m theojy, BUI the tDtal furce is assure! concentrated 
at the tip, as used in cnc/. A better solution would ^al^ulate 
bendmq -ti^s^ and ii^plac^m^nt using a distributed force m^del. 
tmd leak F.ct cind peak By. 
Ftot_peak = 0.0; 
Fy_peak = 0.0; 
for i_time = i_time_skip:i_time_end 
if (Ftot(i_time) > Ftot_peak ) 
Ftot_peak = Ftot (i_time) ; > rrictx tctdl force 
end; 
i f ( a b s ( F y _ t o t ( i _ t i m e ) ) > Fy_peak) 
Fy_peak = a b s ( F y _ t o t ( i _ t i m e ) ) ; peak Y f^r-*e 
i f ( F y _ t o t ( i _ t i m e ) > 0 ) 
y _ d i r e c t i o n = +1; v l^ Y f^ rce towaras or a»jay fr^m 
s i r ^ a c e ? 
e l s e 




Ko approx f T effective radius cf fluted tec 1 
R_eff_meters = 0.8*tool_radius/1000; 
Inertia = pi*R_eff_metersA4/4; Eqn l^ .^ O m C&J 
Irak bending momment with forces taken at tip ot tool 
Mxy = Ftot_peak*(tool_length/1000); lengths all m meters 
E_modulus = 200*10A9; this is E for STEEL (the to^l) in Pas-als 
L = tool_length/1000; length in meters 
-kw'X'k-k-X'X'k-k-k**^*. k -k k *k k k k *k k *k ~k k k *k ~k 




Fy_peak , Newtons 
y_direction; * +1 => force towards the cutting surface 
oGisplacement in microns 
displacement = y_direction*(10A6)*(Fy_peak*LA3)/(3*E_modulus*Inertia) 
~ Peak bending stress in MPa 
Max_stress = (10A(-6))* Mxy*(tool_radius/1000)/Inertia 
o Ihis is easy enough to convert to a more accurate bending stress 
o since we nane Ex and Fy at each axial depth cf cut and time: 
6 Fx (3__aaoe, i_time) , Fy(i_adoc, i__time) 
for i_time - i__time_skip: i__time_end 
~ Wnere is the center cf the i adoc slice? 
Answer: A distance of adoc step from the tool tip 
figure(1); 
o Convert from time to rotation angle with zero angle at time skip 
angle_time = ((time_time - time_skip)/period)*360; 
plot(angle_time, Fy_tot); y force is in blue 
hold on; 
plot(angle_time, Fx_tot, * r'); ^ x force is In red 
o axis([0 180 -300 300]); 
figure; 
Fres=hypot (Fx_tot, Fy__tot) ; 
plot(angle_time,Ftot) 
v, figure (2; ; 





THE FORCE MODEL COEFICIENTS AND THE EXPERIMENTAL FORCES 
Introduction 
This section includes the calibration results for the cutting force model 
coefficients, KTC, KTE, KRC and KRE as well as the average forces for all of the tests 
performed for this study. Experimental forces for two types of case study are also 
included. 
Aluminum Results 




























































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.l: Coefficients from Aluminum tests 
Aluminum Average Forces and the Geometry Matrices 













































































































1/4 1/2 3/4 1/4 1/2 3/4 

























































































4 1 8 7 
-13 31 




1 0 1 7 1 

















3 6 1 9 
-0 65 
52 89 
1 8 6 
67 01 
4 24 



















1 1 7 4 
3 1 9 4 
17 51 
40 57 































































5 1 3 6 
7 53 
1 1 8 7 






























































































4 1 8 9 
23 85 
52 46 
1 0 6 
35 00 






























1 8 7 
32 43 











8 1 8 4 
-15 08 
100 38 






















1 1 2 9 
76 92 























5 1 0 4 
0 43 
34 96 








1 1 6 6 
6 1 1 9 
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5 1 2 9 
1 1 5 






























5 1 3 7 
1 0 1 
34 86 
4 41 





















5 0 4 
23 04 
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Table C2: Aluminum Average Forces and the Geometry Matrices 
Steel 1018 Results 













































































































































































1 5600 -1 
5600 - 2 
5600-3 
1 6400 -1 
6400 -2 









































































































































































































Table C.3: Coefficients from Steel 1018 tests 
95 






























































































































1 1 6 0 
123 57 






























































































1 0 1 8 4 
-1199 
108 97 
- 1 1 5 2 
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-52 40 1 
124 60 
-53 95 1 
137 63 1 
-58 94 1 
149 55 1 
-6188 1 
173 56 | 
























-51 19 1 
123 19 1 
-54 57 1 
137 85 1 
57 58 1 
152 03 
-65 20 I 
178 17 | 


















-50 16 I 
122 06 
-55 55 
138 38 1 
-55 34 1 
149 96 I 
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1 1 9 9 
84 93 
14 57 
9 1 5 5 
17 87 
99 27 










































































































-53 51 1 
127 07 
-54 62 1 
138 66 1 
57 46 1 
1 5 1 0 3 1 
-65 42 1 
177 79 | 
























-50 90 1 
123 29 1 
-54 73 1 
137 88 I 
56 94 1 
149 46 1 
-62 40 1 
174 93 | 










2 1 1 6 
89 76 






-50 47 1 
124 15 1 
-53 68 1 
138 44 1 
-56 32 1 
149 22 | 
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Fy4 
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174 07 
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-15 66 
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174 74 






























































































































7 1 0 0 
176 30 
e : t l  Average Forces and the Geometry Matrices 
Stainless Steel 304 Results 




























































































































































































































































































































































































Table C5: Coefficients from StSt304 tests 
Stainless Steel 304 Average Forces and the Geometry Matrices 
1/4 1/2 3/4 
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- 5 1 3 9 
113 51 

















































- 1 1 6 0 
129 09 
54 81 
1 2 1 1 5 
-64 68 
140 67 
- 6 1 8 8 
149 90 
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8 1 6 5 
16 57 
82 00 















































1 4 1 6 9 
-67 98 
155 70 





















1 2 1 3 9 
-14 69 







- 7 1 1 8 
159 91 
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76 68 



















1 4 1 1 0 
-69 59 
155 80 
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20 38 
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1 0 1 7 2 
-15 82 





- 6 1 4 2 
115 22 
-63 56 
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- 6 1 2 8 
114 36 
-65 84 
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Table C6: Stainless Steel 304 Average Forces and the Geometry Matrices 




































































































































































1 2400 -1 
2400 - 2 
2400-3 
1 2700 -1 
2700 -2 















































































































































































































I % 1853.08 23.09 1232.01 36.24 | 
Table C.7: Coefficients from Titanium 2 tests 
Titanium 2 Average Forces and the Geometry Matrices 
1/4 1/2 3/4 
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- 4 1 4 2 
104 97 































































8 1 4 2 
-42 39 
106 35 

























































7 1 8 1 
-9 55 
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1 Sandvik-2 1/4 
Sandvik-2 3/4 
1 Sandvik-3 1/4 
| Sandvik-3 3/4 
1 Sandvik-4 1/4 











































Table C.9: Coefficients from Sandvik 08 
Cutting coefficients from the tests performed on 
KC7 25M insert 
KC725M-1 1/4 
KC725M -1 3/4 
KC725M-2 1/4 
KC725M -2 3/4 
KC725M-3 1/4 
KC725M -3 3/4 
KC725M -4 1/4 




KC725M -6 3/4 
KC725M-7 1/4 
KC725M -7 3/4 
KC725M-8 1/4 






































































M-PM tests on Steel 1018 



































Table CIO: Coefficients from Kennametal KC725M insert tests on Steel 1018 
105 





KC935M -2 3/4 
KC935M-3 1/4 




KC935M -5 3/4 
KC935M-6 1/4 
KC935M -6 3/4 
KC935M-7 1/4 
KC935M -7 3/4 
KC935M-8 1/4 





































































Table C.l 1: Coefficients from Kennametal KC935M insert tests on Steel 1018 
Cutting coefficients from the tests performed on Steel 1018 with Uncoated Solid 
Carbide Cutter of 30° helix angle 
Uncoated-1 1/4 
Uncoated -1 3/4 
Uncoated-2 1/4 
Uncoated-2 3/4 
Uncoated -3 1/4 
Uncoated -3 3/4 
Uncoated -4 1/4 
Uncoated -4 3/4 
Uncoated -5 1/4 
Uncoated-5 3/4 
Uncoated-6 1/4 
Uncoated -6 3/4 
Uncoated-7 1/4 
Uncoated -7 3/4 
Uncoated-8 1/4 



















tents from Unco* 

















ited Solid Carbi 

















de Cutter of 30° 

















lielix angle tests on 
Steel 1018 
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Cutting coefficients from the tests performed on Steel 1018 with Coated Solid 












Coated -6 3/4 
Coated-7 1/4 
Coated -7 3/4 
Coated-8 1/4 
Coated -8 3/4 


































able C.13: Coefficients from Coated Solid Carbic 


































e Cutter of 30° helix angle tests c 
Steel 1018 
Steel 1018 with Sandvik 08M-PM. KC725M. KC935M. uncoated solid carbide and 
coated solid carbide cutters Average Forces and the Geometry Matrices 














3 1 1 4 
3 /4 
-36 92 




1 5 1 5 2 
-49 73 
G matrix for tests 1 2-7-8 
1/4 3/4 

































































G matrix for tests 3-4-5 6 
1/4 3/4 
















































































































I Fy4 | 80 37 | 166 39 | | [ Fy4 | 72 38 | 139 86 | | | Fy4 [ 58 97 | 105 60 | 













































7 1 6 5 
-23 99 
88 10 





































































1 7 1 3 1 
-73 98 
194 45 










































































































































































































3 1 5 1 
8 1 7 2 
38 59 
93 89 
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3 1 0 6 
1 1 1 6 5 
32 38 
135 88 
































































6 1 7 5 
18 34 
68 74 
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1 1 5 1 
57 98 
























Table C14: Steel 1018 with Sandvik 08M-PM, KC725M, KC935M, uncoated solid 
carbide and coated solid carbide cutters Average Forces and the Geometry Matrices 
Experimental Forces (Peak Resultant) for Case Study f 
Millinj 




































Table C.l5: Experimenta Forces for Case Study 1 
Experimental Forces (Peak Resultant) for Case Study 2 
Millini 



































Table C.16: Experimenta Forces for Case Study 2 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.17: Experimental Peak Resultant brces for the Cone Plots (144 samples) 




























































































































































k 08M-PM tests on Steel 1018 coefficients 


























Table C.20: Covariance Table for the Kennametal KC725M tests on Steel 1018 
coefficients 
































>n Steel 1018 
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Table C.22: Covariance Table for the Uncoated Solid Carbide Cutter of 30° helix angle 
on Steel 1018 coefficients 
































Steel 1018 coefficients 
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APPENDIX D 
G CODES FOR CASE STUDY 
Introduction 
This chapter includes the g-codes used for the case study performed on Steel 1018 
to verify the Monte Carlo simulation results. Method 1 is the case where cutting 
conditions, spindle speed, feedrate and average chip thickness havg is known and force is 
calculated in the simulation program. Method 2 is the case where allowable force is 
found by either using deflection or tool bending stress as a constraint. Feedrates are found 
by iteration to match the target force which is constrained by one of the formulas. 
G-Code for Method 1 

















































G-Code for Method2 
Feedrates are optimized for a target force of 400 N in the simulation program for 


















































NORMALITY OF THE CUTTING COEFFICIENTS 
Introduction 
This section includes the residual plots of the cutting coefficients for Aluminum, 
Steel 1018, Stainless Steel and Titanium Grade 2. 
Aluminum 
Kte for Aluminum 
200 -100 100 200 





Kts for Aluminum 
-So 
Krc for ASumwium 
T50 -100 -50 50 "" 100 150 
Figure E.3: KRC Residual Histogram for 
Aluminum 
Kr© for Aluminum 
10r 
1 «| 
10 -To 10 
Figure E.2: KTE Residual Histogram for 
Aluminum 




KtcferStMl10t8 Krc fer SteeHOia 
200 400 600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 
Residua*.. 
Figure E.5: KTC Residual Histogram for 
Steel 1018 
Figure E.7: KRC Residual Histogram for 
Steel 1018 
&fs*fer$teei101S 















0 20 40 
Figure E.6: KTE Residual Histogram for 
Steel 1018 
Figure E.8: KRE Residual Histogram for 
Steel 1018 
122 
Stainless Steel 304 
Krc for SS 304 
10r 
1 ** 
•d 1000 1000 1000 
Figure E.9: KTC Residual Histogram for 
Stainless Steel 304 
Figure E.l 1: KRC Residual Histogram for 
Stainless Steel 304 
KfcaforSteeHOlS Kr® for SS 304 
l4« 
20 40 3b 20 40 
Figure E.10: KTE Residual Histogram for 
Stainless Steel 304 
Figure E.12: KRE Residual Histogram for 
Stainless Steel 304 
123 
Titanium Grade 2 
KfoforTifc3rwm2 Krc for Titanium 2 
400 500 
Figure E.13: KTC Residual Histogram for 
Titanium Grade 2 
Figure E.l5: KRCResidual Histogram for 
Titanium Grade 2 




-So 10 20 
Figure E.14: KTE Residual Histogram for 
Titanium Grade 2 
Figure E.16: KRE Residual Histogram for 
Titanium Grade 2 
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